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Abstract. The shift in human computer interaction from desktop computing to 
mobile interaction highly influences the needs for new designed interfaces. In 
this paper, we address the issue of searching for information on mobile devices, 
an area also known as Mobile Information Retrieval. In particular, we propose 
to summarize as much as possible the information retrieved by any search 
engine to allow universal access to information. 
 
Keywords: Mobile Information Retrieval, Clustering of Web Page Results, 
Automatic Summarization. 
1   Introduction and Related Work 
The shift in human computer interaction from desktop computing to mobile 
interaction highly influences the needs for new designed interfaces. In this paper, we 
address the issue of searching for information on mobile devices, an area also known 
as Mobile Information Retrieval.  
Within this scope, two issues must be specifically tackled: web search and web 
browsing. On the one hand, small size screens of handheld devices are a clear 
limitation to displaying long lists of relevant documents which induce repetitive 
scrolling. On the other hand, as most web pages are designed to be viewed on desktop 
displays, web browsing can interfere with users’ comprehension as repetitive zooming 
and scrolling are necessary. 
To overcome the limitations presented by current search engines to handle 
information on mobile devices, we propose a global solution to web search and web 
browsing based on clustering of web page results and web page summarization. 
Most of the projects on mobile search deal with organizing the information to fit 
into small screens without benefiting from new trends in Information Retrieval 
presented in [1] and [2]. Indeed, projects such as Yahoo Mobile1, Google Mobile2 or 
Live Search Mobile3 present information in a classic way by listing web page results 
as it is shown in Figure 1. In order to show as many results as possible on the screens 
of PDAs or smart phones, layout structures are usually redesigned to keep to their 
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basics. In fact, commercial projects have mainly privileged services over location on 
mobile devices such as news, weather forecast or maps rather than providing new 
ways of searching for information, maybe to the exception of local search facilities. 
 
 
(a)                            (b)                             (c)                             (d) 
Fig. 1. (a) Google Mobile. (b) Yahoo Mobile. (c) Live Search Mobile. (d) Searchme Mobile. 
Other projects have proposed different directions. In particular, Searchme Mobile4 
is certainly one of the first mobile search engine to categorize web page results as 
shown in Figure 1d. By doing so, it is clear that web search is made easier to the user. 
Indeed, the more the information is condensed into chunks of valuable information 
the more it is accessible to any user (paired or impaired) in any location (car, home, 
street, etc.). However, the solution implemented by Searchme is based on a set of pre-
defined categories for each query term. As a consequence, the categorization can only 
be performed for well-known queries. In the case the category is not known, no 
search results are displayed. This solution is clearly unsatisfactory as one may want to 
query any term in any language over the all web.   
Within the VipAccess project5, we propose to cluster web page results “on the fly” 
independently of the language thus allowing to searching for any query in any 
language over the entire web and providing a user-friendly interface for mobile 
devices (Figure 2b). For that purpose, we propose to cluster web page results based on 
a new clustering algorithm CBL (Clustering by Labels) especially designed for web 
page results. Comparatively to Searchme, we propose a more sophisticated way to 
cluster web page results, which does not depend on pre-defined categories, and as 
such can be applied “on the fly” as web page results are retrieved from any domain, 
any language or any search engine. 
In terms of visualization of web page results, clustering may drastically improve 
users’ satisfaction rates as only few selection items are presented to the user. 
However, an extra-step in the search process is introduced which may interfere with 
the users’ habits to scroll lists of web page results. In this paper, we also propose 
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5
 This project is funded by the Portuguese Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia with the 
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different visualizations which try to make the most of both techniques i.e. lists of web 
page results and lists of clusters of web pages results. 
 
 
(a)                                         (b)                                         (c) 
Fig. 2. (a) VipAccess Mobile interface. (b) VipAccess Mobile with clusters. (c) VipAccess 
Mobile for summarization. 
In terms of summarization of web contents, accessing summaries of information 
instead of full information may be a great asset for users of mobile devices. Indeed, 
most web pages are designed to be viewed on desktop displays. As a consequence, 
users may find it hard to evaluate the importance of a document as they have to come 
through all of it by repetitive zooming and scrolling. Some solutions have been 
proposed by content providers to overcome these drawbacks. They usually require an 
alternate trimmed-down version of documents prepared beforehand or the definition 
of specific formatting styles. However, this situation is undesirable as it involves an 
increased effort in creating and maintaining alternate versions of a web site. Within 
the VipAccess project, we propose to automatically identify the text content of any 
web page and summarize it in an efficient way so that web browsing is limited to its 
minimum. For that purpose, we propose a new architecture for summarizing Semantic 
Textual Units [3] based on efficient algorithms for semantic treatment such as the 
SENTA multiword extractor [4] which allows real-time processing and language-
independent analysis of web pages thus proposing quality content extraction and 
visualization (Figure 2c). 
2   Clustering Web Page Results 
The categorization of web page results is obtained by the implementation of a new 
clustering algorithm called CBL (Clustering by Label) which is specifically designed 
to cluster web page results and is inspired from the label-derived approach. In terms 
of clustering algorithms, two different approaches have been proposed: label-derived 
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clustering [1][5][6][7] and document-derived clustering [2][8][9]. The first approach 
defines potential labels and agglomerates documents which share common labels and 
the second groups similar documents based on text similarities and extracts potential 
labels at the end of the process. CBL is a label-derived clustering algorithm and as 
such, the first step of the clustering process aims at identifying potential labels. 
2.1   Label Identification 
Most methodologies identify potential labels based on the extraction of frequent 
itemsets. A frequent itemset is a set of items that appear together in more than a 
minimum fraction of the whole document set. For that purpose, different language-
independent and language-dependent approaches have been proposed. In the first 
case, [5] implement a suffix tree-like structure and [6] use association rules. In the 
second case, [1] propose to extract common gapped sentences from linguistically 
enriched web snippets and [7] extract frequent word sequences based on suffix-arrays 
which are weighted using the well-know tf.idf score. 
As one may want to search over the entire web in any language and any domain, it 
is important that the clustering algorithm only depends on language-independent 
features. Within this scope, the identification of relevant labels based on frequent 
itemsets mainly takes frequency of occurrence as a clue for extraction. However, this 
methodology suffers from the poor quality of web snippets which mainly contain ill-
formed sentences with many repetitions. To overcome this drawback, we propose to 
weight strings based on three different word distributions and consequently extract 
potential labels. 
 
Internal Value of a String. If a string6 appears alone in a chunk of text separated on 
both sides by any given delimiter (such as a HTML tag or a comma), this string is 
likely to be meaningful. This characteristic is weighted in Equation (1) where w is any 
string, A(w) is the number of occurrences where w appears alone in a chunk and F(w) 
is the total number of occurrences of w. 
  =  	
 	. (1) 
 
External Value of a String 1. The bigger the number of strings that co-occur with 
any string w both on its left and right contexts, the less meaningful this string is likely 
to be. This characteristic is weighted in Equation (2) where w is any string and 
WIL(w) (resp. WIR(w)) is the number of strings which appear on the immediate left 
(resp. right) context of string w. 
  =  		×	 . (2) 
 
                                                          
6
 In our context, a string is any sequence of characters separated by spaces or other common 
linguistic delimiters such as dots, commas, etc. 
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External Value of a String 2. The bigger the number of different strings that co-
occur with any string w both on its left and right contexts compared to the number of 
co-occurring strings on both contexts, the less meaningful this string is likely to be. 
This characteristic is weighted in Equation (3) where w is any string, WDL(w) (resp. 
WDR(w)) is the number of different strings which appear on the immediate left (resp. 
right) context of string w and FH(w) is equal to max[F(w)], for all w. 
  = 		 + 		  × 		 + 		 + 		  × 		 . (3) 
 
Based on these three characteristics, we propose to weight all strings from the web 
snippets as in Equation (4) such that the smaller the W(w) value, the more meaningful 
the string w. 
 
 =  × ,  < 0.5 × 1 +  ,  ≥ 0.5
$
 
(4) 
 
In Table 1, we present the 30 most relevant results of our weighting score W(.) for 
the query term “programming” searched over Google search engine7, Yahoo search 
engine8 and MSN search engine9 accessed via respective web services. 
Table 1.  The first 30 strings ordered by W(.) for the query “programming”.  
String (1-5) String (6-10) String (11-15) String (16-20) String (21-25) String (26-30) 
articles perl tutorials cgi documentation tips 
wikibooks java c category news science 
computers php wiki knuth net object-oriented 
compilers training security home unix site 
subject forums database advanced internet downloads 
2.2   Clustering by Labels 
Once all important words have been identified, these are going to play a crucial 
role in the process of clustering following the label-derived approach. Within this 
scope, many algorithms have been proposed based on frequent item sets [1][5][6][7]. 
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm called Clustering by Label (CBL) which 
objective is to group similar documents around meaningful word anchors i.e. labels. 
The algorithm is based on three steps: pole creation, unification and absorption, and 
labeling. 
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Pole Creation. We first need to initialize the algorithm so that we can start from 
potential meaningful labels. For that purpose, all words with less than a given 
threshold α10, which cover more than two urls, are proposed as initial cluster centers 
i.e. poles. For each start pole, a list of urls is built. An url is added to the list if it 
contains the pole word before a β position of the sorted relevant word list of each url. 
In particular, this allows to controlling the number of urls which are added to each 
pole since low β will produce smaller clusters and on the opposite, high values will 
join more results.       
 
Union and Absorption. The next stage aims at iteratively unifying clusters which 
contain similar urls. For that purpose, we define two types of agglomerations: Union, 
when two clusters contain a significant number of common urls and share similar size 
in terms of cluster number; Absorption, when they share many common urls but are 
dissimilar in size. As a consequence, we define two proportions: P1, the number of 
common urls between two clusters divided by the number of urls of the smaller 
cluster and P2, the number of urls in the smaller cluster divided by the number of urls 
in the bigger cluster. The following algorithm is then iterated.  
For each cluster, P1 is calculated over all other clusters. Then for each pair of clusters, 
if P1 is higher than a constant γ, then we evaluate P2 between both clusters. If P2 is 
higher than a constant δ, then the pair of clusters is added to the Union list otherwise 
it is integrated in the absorption list. Once all clusters have been covered, both union 
lists and absorption are treated. The union list is first processed as follows. 
For each cluster pair in the union list11, each two clusters are joined into the 
original cluster with the highest W(.) score for its label. At each step of this process, 
clusters indexes are substituted and unified clusters are removed in the union list to 
keep a list of updated clusters. Then the absorption list is processed. 
Iteratively select the pair of clusters which contains any cluster which cannot be 
absorbed by any other one in the absorption list. Once encountered, this cluster 
absorbs the cluster which forms the pair with it, cluster indexes are updated and 
useless clusters removed. Both lists have been updated and the initial process iterates, 
thus enabling flat clustering (first step of the algorithm) or hierarchical clustering (all 
steps of the algorithm). Moreover, the CBL algorithm allows soft clustering as urls 
may be contained in different clusters. Finally, clusters are labeled. 
 
Labeling. By union and absorption, each cluster may contain different candidate 
labels. However, it may be the case that urls in the cluster contain more meaningful 
words (i.e. multiword units) than the highly scored single words. As a consequence, 
multiword units are extracted from the web snippets agglomerated in the clusters by 
applying a methodology proposed by [18] implemented with suffix-arrays for real-
time processing12. Then, each multiword unit is compared to the potential labels and if 
it contains one of the single words it is evaluated by frequency if it must replace the 
single word label. Finally, the best scoring labels, with a given threshold, are chosen 
as final labels. 
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 Most meaningful strings. 
11
 Both the union and the absorption lists are ordered by W(.) score of the label. 
12
 This method has proved to be particularly suited for web snippets processing. 
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2.3   Visualization 
In terms of visualization of web page results, clustering may drastically improve 
users’ satisfaction rates as only few selection items are presented to the user on the 
small screens of mobile devices (Figure 2b). However, an extra-step in the search 
process is introduced which may interfere with the users’ cognitive process to search 
for information. Indeed, the user is used to find web page results after the first 
selection. In order to avoid the gap between the classic view (lists of web pages) and 
the cluster view (list of clusters), we propose to display the most relevant web page 
result of each encountered cluster in the form of a list as shown in Figure 3a. As such, 
the user is proposed the best possible coverage of its query with the minimum number 
of web page results thus reducing scrolling and maintaining the cognitive process for 
information search. If the user wants to keep the classic view, this option is available 
but always with the indication of the name of the belonging cluster so that the user 
can navigate to any given cluster and visualize only its members (Figure 3b).      
In order to take into account that the users of mobile devices may use their device 
in different contexts, such as car, classroom or street, we also propose a full-screen 
visualization (Figure 3c). In this case, the best first web page result of the most 
relevant cluster is presented to the user.  The next result is obviously the best first web 
page result of the second most relevant cluster, and so on and so forth. 
 
 
(a)                                         (b)                                         (c) 
Fig. 3. (a) Clustering visualization. (b) List visualization. (c) Full-screen visualization. 
The visualization issue of web page results has never been addressed as far as we 
know, although it is at the core of the success or failure of new techniques in 
Information Retrieval. Indeed, most search engines which propose interfaces with 
clustering of web page results13 are not as popular as classic search engines although 
they provide a better understanding of the retrieved information. A reason for that 
may be the lack of newly designed interfaces for the sake of information search. 
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 For example, http://www.clusty.com or http://www.searchme.com 
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3   Web Page Summarization 
After clustering web page results, scrolling and zooming must also be kept to its 
minimum for web browsing. For this purpose, we propose a new architecture to 
summarize Semantic Textual Units [3] which embeds an efficient algorithm for 
multiword extraction [4]. 
3.1   Semantic Textual Units and Multiword Units 
One main problem to tackle is to define what to consider as a relevant text in a web 
page. Indeed, web pages often do not contain a coherent narrative structure. So, the 
first step of any system is to identify rules for determining which text should be 
considered for summarization and which should be discarded. For this purpose, [3] 
propose to identify Semantic Textual Unit (STU). STUs are page fragments marked 
with HTML markups which specifically identify pieces of text following the W3 
consortium specifications. It is clear that the STU methodology is not as reliable as 
any language model for content detection [10] but on the opposite it allows fast 
processing of web pages. 
Once each STU has been identified in the web page it is processed with the 
SENTA software [4] to identify and mark relevant phrases in it. SENTA is statistical 
parameter-free software which can be applied to any language without tuning and as a 
consequence is totally portable. Moreover, its efficient implementation shows time 
complexity Θ(N log N) where N is the number of words to process which allows the 
extraction of relevant phrases in real-time. 
3.2   Extractive Text Summarization 
Extractive text summarization aims at finding the most significant sentences in a 
given text. So, a significance score must be assigned to each sentence in a STU. The 
sentences with higher significance naturally become the summary candidates and a 
compression rate defines the number of sentences to extract. For this purpose, we 
implement the TextRank algorithm [11] combined with an adaptation of the well-
known inverse document frequency, the inverse STU frequency (isf) to weight word 
relevance. The basic idea is that highly ranked words with high isf are more likely to 
represent relevant words in the text and as a consequence provide good clues to 
extract relevant sentences for the summary. 
Within our purpose, each STU is first represented as an unweighted oriented graph 
being each word connected to its successor following sequential order in the text. 
Following the TextRank algorithm, the score S(.,.) of any word wi in any stu is 
defined as in Equation (5) where In(wi) is the set of words that point to wi, Out(wj) is 
the set of words that the word wj points to and d is the damping factor set to 0.85. 
 %& , '() =  1 − + + + × ∑ -	.,/01|310	.|4∈6	7 . (5) 
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Then, each word is weighted as in Equation (6) based on its graph-based ranking 
and its relevance in the text based on its inverse STU frequency where N is the 
number of STUs in the text and stuf(w) is the number of STUs the word w appears in. 
 8. 9':, '() =  %, '() × ;<= >/01?	. (6) 
 
Finally, the sentence significance weight is defined as in [12], thus giving more 
weight to longer sentences, as shown in Equation (7) where |S| stands for the number 
of words in sentence S, wi is a word in S and max(|S|) is the length of the longest 
sentence in the STU. 
 @9=ℎ(%, '() = ∑ B	.&/?	7,/01×|-||C|7DE FGH|-|  . (7) 
 
In order to present as much information of the web page as possible so that its 
understanding is eased, the best scoring sentences of each STUs are retrieved and 
presented to the user as in Figure 2c14.  As such, the user gets the most of the web 
page in a small text excerpt easy to read and scroll.  
5   Conclusions and Future Work 
In this paper, we proposed a global solution to web search and web browsing for 
handheld devices based on web page results clustering, web page summarization and 
new ideas for visualization. 
In order to enable full information access to any users (paired or impaired), we also 
propose a speech-to-speech interface which is used as the exchange mode which may 
allow to achieving greater user satisfaction [13] in situations where the hands are not 
free [14], whenever reading is difficult [15], or in situations of mobility [16].  
Moreover, we propose a location search based on Global Positioning System 
(GPS) which automatically expands the original query with the closest city name to 
the user’s location.  
In particular, a test of the interface has been conducted in the context of visually 
impaired people which received positive feedback although coherent and exhaustive 
evaluation is still needed in the way [17] explain.  
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